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ThoMAs F.PeTeRSon

“By capitalising on the unique talents provided by a 
worldwide organisation, we are able to continuously 
grow all our operations by providing customers in all 
our markets with affordable, high quality products, 
delivered where needed, when needed.”
 
Robert G. Ruhlman
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

hIsTory

In 1947, Thomas F. Peterson, 
an electrical engineer in 
the USA, came up with an 
innovative idea that became 
the catalyst to  forming a 
worldwide organisation that 
would ultimately grow into 
an international company 
with operations in fourteen 
countries.
 
Responding to a customer’s 
concern  about conductors 

breaking at the point of support, Peterson thought 
of preforming armour rods into a helix with an inside 
diameter somewhat smaller than the outside diameter 
of the conductor.
      
The theory was that helically preformed rods, when 
applied over conductor, could provide a secure fit without 
end clamps, as well as ‘armour’ to protect the conductor 
from abrasion and fatigue at points of attachment.  This 
idea proved successful and the product was called the 
PREFORMED™ Armour Rod.   Armour Rods offers 
superior reinforcement and protection advantages over 
conventional wire and clamping methods. The helical 
concept then grew into a complete line of products for 
the electric power utility industry.

Patented products like the GUY-GRIP® Dead-end 
revolutionised pole guying, and the ARMOR-GRIP® 
Suspension created a new standard of excellence for 
transmission conductor support systems.

Peterson went on to patent 28 additional products for 
Preformed Line Products, bringing into fruition a large 
number of industry ‘firsts’ and serving customers needs 
with effective solutions.
 
Inventiveness, integrity and foresight are the foundation 
of Preformed Line Products and PLP’s people continue 
to build the company with new product ideas for the 
industries it serves.  PLP’s patented products now 
serve the electric power utility, communications, cable 
television and data industries as well as 
some other specialised 
niche markets. 
 



PLP GLoBAL

PLP gLobAL

international operations provide products uniquely suited 
to meet the needs of its customers. PLP’s commitment 
to technical innovation, along with outstanding product 
performance and exceptional customer service are the 
hallmarks of its world-wide operations.

From PLP’s early days to present, and looking forward 
to the future, this dedication to innovation is what has 
made Preformed Line Products a recognised global 
leader.  

Today, PLP maintains wholly-owned subsidiaries in 
Australia, Brazil, Argentina, Canada, China, Great 
Britain, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, 
Poland, South Africa, Spain and Thailand. These 
foreign operations work in unison to provide PLP with 
outstanding global market coverage and customer 
service in more than 100 countries around the world. In 
addition to manufacturing traditional products, many of its 
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PLP Australia is part of 
the global PLP group of 
companies. The headquarters 
are in Cleveland, Ohio, USA, 
with three manufacturing 
facilities In the USA.

Internationally, the company 
operates on every continent 
with twelve strategically 
located subsidiaries in 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
China, Mexico, Poland, 
Spain, South Africa, Thailand, 
Indonesia, Malaysia and the 

United Kingdom. As a corporation PLP has global 
sales of US$ 450 million, 2800 employees and is listed 
on the NASDAQ under PLPC.

The manufacture of PLP products In Australia began 
In 1963 and the company therefore has a long and 
enviable reputation for meeting its customers needs on 
multiple levels. Product quality, engineering expertise, 
customer service and delivery of orders on time to 
customers.
PLP Australia’s operation boasts in-house 
manufacturing, engineering,  testing, sales and 
administration.   The modern manufacturing facility 
in the Sydney suburb of Glendenning, includes 

wire forming, forging, casting, plastic moulding & 
extrusion, sheet metal work, powder coating as well 
as an area to assemble product ready for installation. 
The manufacturing facility is supported by a modern 
tool room which includes the latest in CNC vertical 
machining centre linked directly to engineering. In 
2005, this facility grew by 3,150 square metres with 
the factory and warehouse expansion – growth that 
included the installation of a $500,000 powder coating 
facility. Total floor area at Glendenning now exceeds 
10,000 square metres.

With the expansion of our general manufacturing 
capabilities, and the addition of new machinery such 
as the latest in CNC machining centres and modern 
turret punches, we are focussed on growth.

PLP is highly competitive across all product ranges as 
evidenced by the wide variety of products sold for both 
period contracts and projects. In addition, the wide 
variety of products available from PLP makes it difficult 
for competitors to come up with as comprehensive line 
hardware solutions available on one purchase order, 
thus giving PLP a competitive advantage.

Apart from sourcing a variety of products from other 
PLP subsidiary, in particular those in the Asian 
region, PLP Australia also sells products from other 
manufacturers. 

PLP AUSTRALIA

Stephen Haller

Managing Director 
PLP Australia
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For instance, PLP Australia is the exclusive Australian 
importer and distributor of distribution transformers 
from Vijai Electricals, a large transformer manufacturer 
based in Hyderabad, India. PLP Australia also imports 
and distributes a wide range of ceramic, and polymer 
insulators from manufacturers based in India, China, 
and Korea.   These products are complimentary to 
PLP’s traditional range of products as they are often 
located in and around PLP fittings. 

PLP has for many years bought and imported PLP 
products from other PLP sites to compliment the 
Australian manufactured range and enhance the total 
product offering to our customers.

To continue to do this, PLP Australia requires 
competitively priced, high quality products, delivered 
as promised and with the correct documentation to 
ensure fast and efficient administrative processing. With 
regular communications along the enquiry to delivery 
process, all PLP subs will gain advantage and grow 
their businesses.

oPErATINg DIvISIonS
The company has two major operating divisions.  
PLP, which has a range of products for the power 
distribution, power transmission and communications 
markets and Rack Technologies, which has a 
range of cabinets and enclosures for the data 
communication, electronics and security markets.

PLP has a range of products for the power distribution, 
power transmission and communications markets.

Rack Technologies has a range of cabinets and enclosures 
for the data communication, electrical and security markets.
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PLP MARkeT

Preformed Line Products has been supplying 
product to the Australian electricity power supply 
and communications industries for almost 50 years.

DISTRIBUTION 
TRANSMISSION 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SUBSTATIONS 
TRANSFORMERS 
INSULATORS
CONDUCTORS & OPGW 
TRAINING 
ELECTRICAL AND 
MECHANICAL TESTING    

PLP TRAnSMISSIon

PLP Australia has a long history of designing, 
manufacturing and supplying line hardware and fittings 
to the EHV Electrical Transmission industry. Having 
supplied dozens of transmission line projects in voltages 
up to 500kV PLP Australia has established itself as a 
respected supplier throughout the entire Asia Pacific 
region.

Through diverse manufacturing capabilities and wise 
strategic alliances, PLP are able to offer industry total 
package supply when it comes to transmission line 
hardware and accessories.

PLP DISTRIBUTIon

Preformed Line Products are, and have been, 
manufacturing fittings for the distribution market for more 
than 45 years. PLP Australia manufactures fittings for bare 
and insulated overhead and underground systems in the 
power distribution and rail networks.  

To satisfy requirements of energy Authorities throughout 
the Asia Pacific regions, PLP manufactures and stocks an 
extensive range of conductor fittings and accessories.

TERMINATION  
SUSPENSION & SUPPORT 
JOINTING 
PROTECTION  
ABC SYSTEM
HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

TERMINATION  
SUSPENSION & SUPPORT 
JOINTING 
PROTECTION  
SPACER SYSTEMS 
OPGW FITTINGS & CLOSURES
HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES
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PLP SUBSTATIonS

Preformed Line Products has been manufacturing fully 
integrated bus systems and disconnector solutions 
for substations since year 2000. Our long history in 
supplying quality high voltage hardware and fittings, gave 
a solid foundation for our advancement into substation 
system supply. Customers can be well assured that 
the manufacturing quality and engineering backup 
synonymous with PLP products, applies equally to our 
substation equipment.

PLP CoMMUnICATIonS

PLP serve all segments of the communications industry 
including telecommunications network operators, cable 
television and broadband service providers, corporations 
and enterprise networks, government departments and 
agencies and educational institutions.

PLP offers innovative product solutions like the COYOTE® 
family of fiber optic splice closures, organizers and trays, 
and the ARMADILLO® family of copper splice closures 
and accessories.

OPGW FITTINGS & CLOSURES  
ADSS FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES 
FIG. 8 FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES 
FIBRE OPTIC ENCLOSURES
HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

TERMINATION  
SUSPENSION & SUPPORT 
JOINTING 
PROTECTION  
ABC SYSTEM 
DISCONNECTOR SOLUTIONS
HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES
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PLP TRAnSFoRMeRS
PLP’s Amorphous Metal Distribution Transformers or 
AMDTs are a low loss, highly efficient, cost effective 
solution contributing to a healthier world environment.

In AMDTs, the core is manufactured from a Ferrous, 
Boron, and Silicon (Fe-B-Si) metal alloy.  Rather than 
being a metal with a crystalline atomic structure, 
amorphous metal is not crystalline but in fact random 
in its arrangement of atoms.  This is achieved by the 
rapid cooling of the molten metal alloy within a highly 
controlled manufacturing process.  The transformer core 
manufactured from amorphous metal exhibits easier and 
more efficient magnetisation, lower magnetic losses, and 
faster flux reversal.

PLP InSULAToRS
Insulators supplied by PLP are designed to meet the 
dimensional, electrical and mechanical requirements 
of the Australian and IEC standards.  PLP’s focus is to 
provide Porcelain and Polymeric insulators for electrical 
transmission, distribution, sub-station and all other 
applications. PLP Insulators are tested in world class 
laboratory facilities to Australian and IEC Standards.

PLP supply voltage ranges from 11kV – 500kV in both 
Porcelain and Polymeric designs. PLP also caters for LV/
MV range of distribution Insulators (GY’s, Pin insulators 
etc.).   Munsell Grey is the color of choice unless a special 
glaze requirement is requested.

STATION POST INSULATORS  
DISC INSULATORS
COMPOSITE LONGROD 
LV & MV INSULATORS

STATION POST INSULATORS  
DISC INSULATORS
COMPOSITE LONGROD 
LV & MV INSULATORS

Preformed Line Products has been supplying 
product to the Australian electricity power supply 
and communications industries for almost 50 years.

DISTRIBUTION 
TRANSMISSION 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SUBSTATIONS 
TRANSFORMERS 
INSULATORS
CONDUCTORS & OPGW 
TRAINING 
ELECTRICAL AND 
MECHANICAL TESTING    

PLP MARkeT
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PLP ConDUCToRS & oPGW
In 2011, PLP came to a supply arrangement with leading 
conductor manufacturers in India and China to supply 
overhead bare conductors and OPGW cables to the 
industry.  PLP also offers a cut to length service and stock 
a range of the most frequently used conductors.

PLP TRAInInG
PLP is pleased to be able to offer extensive training to its 
customers, focussed on the application and installation of 
all its aerial line hardware equipment.

Such training can be conducted at PLP’s Sydney factory 
or alternatively in the customer’s own training facilty.  All 
such training is free of charge and as comprehensive as 
required to suit all skill levels.

PLP eLeCTRICAL AnD 
MeCHAnICAL TeSTInG

At PLP Australia the Engineering Department is 
responsible not only for design and product development, 
but also for ensuring quality standards are met through 
NATA (ILACS recognised for mechanical testing) and ISO 
accreditation.

Thus the testing function, the QA department and 
the engineering responsibilities are all intertwined.  
Manufacturing processes are monitored, audited, tested 
and improved, based on statistical process control 
techniques using SPSS software.

The test laboratory employs externally calibrated 
equipment to test tensile loads from 1N to 500kN, industrial 
hardness, galvanising and fatigue testing and heat cycling 
for overhead conductors. 
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sALEs TeAM
PLP prides itself in having a dedicated and customer 
focused team of people. The sales team operates in two 
clearly defined but inseparable areas, Field Sales and 
Sales Support. 

The Field Sales group is focused on the customer’s needs 
and has many years experience in the utility, contractor, 
distributor, and industrial markets. The PLP sales team 
promote and support the largest product range in the 
industry, and assist customers on technical and pricing 
issues. They work closely with their respective clients in 
developing new products to meet customer requirements. 

The Sales Support team have the responsibility for 
managing the ongoing needs of the customer on a daily 
basis. They provide the Field Sales group with the in-
house service and functions necessary to satisfactorily 
complete customer orders. These activities include 
order entry, ensuring that the orders are delivered on 
time and resolving day-to-day problems. They ensure 
that customer orders are processed and manufactured 
to the agreed schedule to meet the customer’s delivery 
expectations.

The Sales & Marketing team in Australia is 20 strong 
and includes people with a wide variety of backgrounds, 
nationalities, skills, and experience, thus providing PLP 
with the necessary attributes to be No. 1 in the market.

ProdUCTIoN TeAM
Preformed Line Products Australia understands that 
to be a market leader it needs to be resourceful and 
innovative in all facets of its operations. To achieve this 
competitive advantage, PLP maintains at its modern 
Glendenning plant, a fully integrated Management 
Information System incorporating MRP and production 
scheduling .  

Manufacturing systems supporting this objective, cover 
CAD/CAM/CNC processes, globalised procurement 
with other PLP-Plants,  commitment to continuous 
improvement, TQM and formulised training programs 
for employee development, which includes the training 
of our apprentices in various disciplines.

The Logistic department manages the flow of goods 
between the PLP subsidiaries and its’ customers 
around the globe.  It is responsible for ensuring 
that the goods reach the right place, at the right 
time, for the right cost and in a right condition. 

PLP Logistics involves the integration of information, 
tranportation, inventory, warehousing, material handling 
and packaging thus considered as an integral part of 
the company.

LogIsTICs TeAM

PLP TeAM

The PLP team promote and support the largest product range 
in the industry, and assist customers on technical and pricing 
issues. They work closely with their respective clients in 
developing new products to meet customer requirements. 
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hUMAN ReSoURCeS

fINANCE TeAM

Preformed Line Products Australia is a leading 
manufacturer for the communications and energy 
industries. We are a company that fosters career 
development through continuous improvement.  We 
search for talented individuals to join our innovative 
team and to enjoy a rich and rewarding career.

The PLP Finance department oversees the preparation, 
planning and monitoring of the company’s annual 
budget, investments and future financial activities.

Partnering with other departments, the Finance team 
actively plays a major role in ensuring the business 
operates efficiently and at the same time reinvests in 
research, new technologies and human capital for future 
growth.

MArkETINg SeRvICeS
The Marketing Services Team assists 
Rack Technologies, together with Preformed 
Line Products in the production of all 
marketing materials.  The design team provides 
high quality visual outcomes and delivers a clear 
precise message to the Australasian market. 

Marketing Services plays an important role in 
implementing consistency  in the use of the corporate 
branding to maintain the image and integrity of the 
company at all times.
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Research and Development is  part of the Engineering 
responsibility in which previously unsolved customer 
problems are addressed.  Consequently the R&D 
activities normally result in the development of product 
lines that are new to the industry.  Preformed Line Products 
employs innovative rapid prototyping techniques, 
including a “first in the world” method of rapid prototyping 
production quantities of cast parts without the need to 
build a tool.  Using Pro-E and Solidworks software, testing 
of the product can be undertaken on virtual prototypes 
before the first prototypes are built, further reducing 
development time.  PLP prides itself on the introduction 
of composite materials in overhead line fittings and is 
engaged in developing state of the art coating material 
to replace the more traditional galvanising.      

PLP TeAM

dEsIgN FoR THe FUTURe

rEsEArCh & DeveLoPMenT

The Engineering Department is responsible for ensuring 
that all processes followed within PLP are sufficiently 
robust to ensure that customer expectations are 
reflected in the final product.  All product must comply 
with specifications originally demanded by the customer.  
Manufacturing processes are monitored, audited and 
improved, based on statistical process control techniques 
using SPSS software.  

QUALITy ASSURAnCe

PLP enGIneeRInG
The Engineering Department at PLP is the place where 
technology meets customer needs.  Whilst continually 
striving to embrace new technologies and materials to 
address both current and future needs, the Engineering 
area must also design within the strict limitations 
of applicable standards.  This challenge results in 
our Engineering Department covering a very broad 
spectrum of materials and engineering disciplines.  PLP 
Engineering is responsible for design, research and 
development, testing and quality assurance within a team 
based environment, in which fresh ideas, lateral thinking 
and an innovative approach to problem solving is all part 
of a normal day.      

The Engineering design section at PLP employs Autocad, 
Pro-E and Solidworks to undertake imaginative designs in 
a speedy and accurate manner.  The Engineering section 
is integrated with the tool room to allow designs to move 
seamlessly to the tooling stage for moulded, cast and 
forged products and direct to the turret punch for sheet 
metal parts.  Key to the success of this department is the 
use of cross training of staff and a team based approach 
to design.  This results in solutions to customer problems 
that are both unique and innovative whilst being based 
on proven engineering principles.  

PLP Engineering is responsible for design, research and 
development, testing and quality assurance within a team 
based environment, in which fresh ideas, lateral thinking and an 
innovative approach to problem solving is all part of a normal day. 
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ThE FUTUReELECTrICAL/MEChANICAL TeSTInG
Proactive engineering means always being on the lookout 
for a better way.  The team at PLP continually monitors 
science journals and attends materials conferences in 
the search for technologies that might be used in the 
future to provide customers with state of the art solutions.

Whether it is for an overhead line fitting that must 
withstand extreme weather conditions, a device to 
convert single phase power to 3 phase power in a remote 
location or a 19” rack that must withstand the rigours of 
an earthquake, PLP Engineering is working to find the 
right technology to solve both today’s and tomorrow’s 
customer problems. 

At PLP Australia the Engineering Department is 
responsible not only for design and product development, 
but also for ensuring quality standards are met through 
NATA (ILACS recognised for mechanical testing) and 
ISO accreditation.

Manufacturing processes are monitored, audited, tested 
and improved, based on statistical process control 
techniques using SPSS software.

The test lab employs externally calibrated equipment to 
test forces from 1 Newton to 500kN, industrial hardness 
testing, galvanising testing, fatigue testing and heat 
cycling for overhead conductors. The laboratory also 
tests and maintains mechanical strength quality levels on 
components for our range of racks.  
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PLP oUTdoor SWITCHInG SYSTeMS

PLP delivers FASTER Power Grid Switching Solutions, with 
Flexibility, Availability, Safety, Timeliness, Economy and 
Reliability, to help you complete substation projects with a 
minimum of delay, cost and pain.

CoMPANy PRoFILe PowEr TRAnSMISSIon

PowEr DISTRIBUTIon

Transmission and Distribution authorities throughout 
Australasia use PLP outdoor power switching and 
connection products in transmission substations, terminal 
stations, zone substations, for underground power cable 
and overhead power distribution networks.

The PLP range covers 11kV to 330kV, up to 4000A, ranging 
from single phase underslung links through automated 
distribution solutions to fully automated EHV disconnectors. 

Because sites and applications vary widely, PLP 
understand the need to be able to deliver customised, 
site specific product with shorter lead times than the 
industry norm.

The company’s flexible, capable and experienced Sydney 
based design team produces site specific designs to 
meet your needs and standards.

PLP products are produced using lean manufacturing 
principles to our ISO 9001-2008 quality system, to ensure 
that your product reaches site on time and defect free.

If required, our specialised, qualified installation team 
can install disconnectors to ensure a certified, reliable 
long life performance.

EHV & HV 3 Phase Double Break Disconnectors

Underground Cable Link Boxes

Power Actuators

Earth Switches

Spares & Accessories

Air Break Switches & Disconnectors

Self Healing Smart Grid Solutions

Single Phase Links & Fuses

Spares & Accessories
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PowEr TRAnSMISSIon

PowEr DISTRIBUTIon

PLP SeRvICeS
Installation and Commissioning
Our specialist High Voltage installation and 
commissioning team has the product and site expertise 
to safely and quickly install HV and EHV disconnectors 
for a long and trouble free life.  We have the knowledge 
and know how to retrofit and upgrade older installations 
and are able to offer responsive and knowledgeable site 
support for installations by others.

Refurbishment
PLP has years of experience in the field of outdoor high 
voltage (EHV and HV) transmission and distribution 
switch disconnectors. We can refurbish obsolete product 
with modern contact sets and mechanisms.

Engineering Design Team
Our dedicated engineering design team has the expertise 
and tools to design outdoor switchgear to suit your site 
conditions and standards. Since we have local knowledge 
and presence, we can ensure project deadlines are met, 
even when the unexpected is encountered on site. Every 
product, customised or standard, is fully documented 
with drawings, installation and operating instructions.

You have the response, comfort and assurance of access 
to the designers of your product, without the delay, 
misinterpretation and confusion that can arise from 
working through multiple organisation layers, regions 
and time zones.

TERMINATION  
SUSPENSION & SUPPORT 
JOINTING 
PROTECTION  
ABC SYSTEM
HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES
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Rack Technologies is a proud Australian manufacturer of 600 and 800 wide 
rack system enclosures and accessories for the communications, electronic, 
data centre and security industries. We have manufacturing facilities in 
Australia and New Zealand.

Rack Technologies was founded in Sydney, Australia 
on March 15th 1990 and was acquired by Preformed 
Line Products (Australia) Pty Limited on 1st April, 
2000. The company is a proud Australian manufacturer 
of 600 and 800 wide rack system enclosures and 
accessories for the communications, electronic, 
data centre and security industries. We have 
manufacturing facilities in Australia and New Zealand. 
 
Rack Technologies maintains a dominant position in 
most markets in which it operates. Significant resources 
are being deployed in all operational areas to facilitate 
continued growth and expansion.

The company has design as well as manufacturing 
capabilities, aimed at the production of special cabinets 
to suit particular projects and to satisfy the unique 
requirements of end users.
   
A full range of enclosures designed to service the day-
to-day requirements of customers is also produced. 
The philosophy of Rack Technologies is founded on the 
principles of quality, service and attention to detail. We 
aim to transform these values into unique and dynamic 
outcomes that are second-to-none. 
 
Rack Technologies prides itself in offering timely service 
to customers throughout the world. Our quality and 
service, in conjunction with our suppliers, guarantee 
our customers the best value in the industry. Rack 
Technologies is committed to generating profit for 
its shareholders and a dynamic and rewarding work 
environment for its dedicated employees.

In order to attain and maintain the above objectives, 
Rack Technologies relies on the implementation of a 
Certified Quality Management System, which meets the 
requirement of AS/NZS ISO 9001-2008.

rACk TeCHnoLoGIeS

CoMPANy PRoFILe
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FREESTANDING CABINETS 
SECURE/DEFENCE ENCLOSURES
DATA CENTRE CABINETS 
INDUSTRIAL ENCLOSURES
iQ SERIES CABINETS
CABINET ACCESSORIES

Rack Technologies RT Series cabinets are constructed 
from corrosion resistant, extruded aluminium frames 
and die cast corners, for added strength and durability.  
The material used is architectural grade 6060-T5 
alloy, produced to Australian Standard AS 1866. Sheet 
metal is formed for top, side panels and mounting rails. 
Door frames are constructed from 1.6mm steel, with a 
commercial grade tinted acrylic panel secured using 
industrial strength adhesives.

The powder coating is Interpon Plus and meets the 
Australian Standard AS 3715 at 80 microns. Rack 
Technologies cabinets are approved to the Seismic 
Loading Standard to meet the Bellcore Generic 
Requirement GR-63-CORE (Issue 1, October 1995). 
Testing was conducted by the University of Technology, 
Sydney (UTS). Rack Technologies enclosures comply 
with the International Standard IEC297.

Rack Technologies modular design provides optimum 
space efficiency, allowing components to be stored 
individually, separately or as a complete assembly. In 
today’s market, where larger racks are often required, 
modular design enables flat pack delivery for tight and 
difficult working environments.  For more information, 
please call Rack Technologies.

ProdUCT SPeCIFICATIon

ModULAr DeSIGn

RACk TeCHnoLoGIeS
190 Power Street,Glendenning 
NSW 2761 AUSTRALIA
Phone: +612.8805.0050
Email: sales@rack-tech.com
Website: www.racktechnologies.com.au
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PLASTIC 
exTRUSIon

PLP has a range of CNC-turret 
presses, brake presses, spot 
welders and a powder coating line.  
These combined with our highly 
motivated Engineering team enable 
us to offer our customers a complete 
solution to their sheet metal needs 
regardless of whether it is a steel 
computer rack or individual sheet 
metal components.  Materials 
predominantly utilised range from 
stainless steel, aluminium, varius 
zinc seal and galvanised metals.

In many situations our market 
requires plastic extruded product, 
rather than injection moulded. Where 
plastic extrusions are required, 
PLP offers a full range of extrusion 
capabilities, producing product 
suited to full outdoor use, in both 
hollow and solid section.

Due to the need for short lead times 
and guaranteed strength, PLP has 
invested in an in-house Aluminium 
casting facility to complement its 
other diverse range of products.  
Daily testing of products and a 
rigorous quality system, ensures 
a consistent quality of the final 
product. Most casting uses alloys 
such as CC401 and 601 grades.

ALUMInIUM 
DIe-CASTInG

TooL DeSIGn & 
MAnUFACTURInG

FeRRoUS non-FeRRoUS 
FoRGInG

Utilising in-house drop hammers, 
upsetters and screw presses, PLP 
offers the market a full range of 
forging services.
 
Materials such as high carbon steel, 
mild steel, stainless steel, Copper 
and Aluminium, can be forged and 
heat treated where required.  The 
in-house, Lloyds certified, tensile 
testing facility, ensures production 
capability is maintained and 
customer specifications met.

To enable a highly diverse and 
flexible manufacturing environment, 
combined with quick turn around on 
tooling, PLP employs a tooling design 
department, utilising equipment 
such as its recently acquired 
CNC machining centre, EDM and 
wire cut machines coupled with 
sophisticated CAD/CAM systems. 
PLP manufactures all forging, wire 
forming, aluminium die casting tools 
and plastic moulding dies.

MANUfACTUrINg 
CAPABILITIeS

SHeeT MeTAL 
FABRICATIon
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GeneRAL ASSeMBLY
The manufacturing of component 
parts is only half the story at PLP. 
Assembling the components 
into ready- to-install assemblies, 
ensures reduced installation time 
for the customer, combined with the 
knowledge that all parts required are 
provided in the one kitted assembly. 
The assembly area at PLP can kit 
and assemble any parts required to 
reduce customer inventory counts.

PLASTIC InJeCTIon 
FoRMInG

PLP prides itself on it’s range of 
outdoor, high strength injection 
moulded products which are  suited 
to full UV exposure under  the 
most hazardous of environmental 
conditions. Our range of moulding 
machine capacity extends from 
small up to 365 MT.

In order to react quickly to both 
large volume and small volume 
requirements, the PLP wireforming 
section has reduced set up times. 
It has also re-engineered the 
production line to allow for speedy 
change over times between 
galvanised high tensile steel, copper, 
stainless steel, Aluminium and 
Aluminium clad wires in diameters 
ranging from 1.6mm to9.27mm 
diameter.

The fully programmable CNC 
machining centre, allows for the 
automatic production of many of 
the precision turned parts required 
for our market, without the need 
for operator intervention.  Speed 
of manufacture combined with 
consistency of product, are two 
major benefits of employing such 
equipment .

WIRe 
FoRMInG

PoWDeR 
CoATInG

The most recent addition to the 
broad range of PLP’s in-house 
capabilities, is the new powder 
coating line, using the most recent 
technology available. The powder 
coating capability permits product 
to be manufactured, coated and 
packed without leaving the facility.  

This reduces the amount of 
transport with the associated risks 
of aesthetic damage and extended 
lead times.

TooL DeSIGn & 
MAnUFACTURInG

Utilising both MIG & TIG welding, 
PLP manufactures everything from 
simple steel “Eye-Nuts” to complex 
Aluminium busbars required for major 
substations. All PLP welders are 
trained and certified in the welding of 
busbar and compression terminals.  

As part of the PLP training program,  
certification includes confirmation 
by X-Ray and weld testing.

ALUMInIUM/S.STeeL 
WeLDInG
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